The one-dimensional and two-dimensional sine-Gordon equations with dimensionless loss factors and unitless normalized bias are numerically calculated by computer. The results are presented for accelerations, velocities, collisions, coupled states, and two-dimensional propagation of solitons.
INTRODUCTION
There has been much interest in the Josephson transmission lines because of their potential applications in electronics. [1] [2] [3] [4] The Josephson line without losses and bias current can be analyzed with the Sine-Gordon equation (SGE).1,3-7 The exact soliton solutions of the equation have been given 7 -13 so that the behaviors of. solitons which correspond to the flux quanta in the case of the Josephson line can be known in detail. [3] [4] [5] [6] 14 Perring and Skyrme have studied interacting mesons by means of the SGE.8 The propagation of flux quanta on a Josephson line which include the effects of loss and a distributed bias source has been investigated by Scott 4 , 5 and Johnson. IS They showed that an arbitary number of flux quanta propagate as a wave of permanent profile, but it appeared that these pulses might exhibit a mode of instability in which individual fluxons detatch themselves from the trailing edge.
On the other hand, the one -dimensional mechanical analogs of the Josephson line have been constructed by Scott 3 , 4, 6 and other authors. 16 These analogs are helpful in understanding the various behaviors of the flux quanta in the Josephson line vividly. However, it is difficult to treat the analogs in terms of high accuracy and the wide range of parameters needed. As described in this paper, the two-dimensional mechanical analog of the Josephson line is designable, but it is difficult to construct the analog to operate correctly.
We have numerically calculated the behavior of solitons on the one-dimensional and the two-dimensional 1 ,6,12 transmission lines whose models include a unitless normalized bias and dimensionless loss factors. It is purpose of this paper to describe the behavior of solitons under acceleration, the velocity in the stationary state, the propagation modes of solitons, and the collisions of solitons propagating in oppOSite directions on the onedimensional transmission line. And finally, we describe the configuration of the soliton propagation on the twodimensional transmission lines.
EQUATIONS OF THE JOSEPHSON LINE AND THEIR

APPROXI MATIONS
The Josephson transmission line, which includes the effects of losses associated with the flow of normal electrons parallel to the junction in addition to losses associated with normal electrons tunnelling through the junetion and a distributed bias current source, is described if!o=h/2e is the flux quantum; J c is a constant giving the maximum Josephs.on current per unit length; L, C, r, g, and jB are the series inductance, the shunt capacitance, the series reSistance, the shunt conductance, and the distributed bias current source per unit length, respectively; and where distances are measured in units of with bias and losses.
6.t ==C(I){sin[¢(N,I)] -Y(I)},
where N denotes a point on the t axis, I denotes a point on the x axis, 6. x is the small increment of space in the x direction, and 6.t is the small increment of time. We study numerically the behavior of solitons by using Eqso (4) and (5) (4) and (5) .
For the boundary conditions, we consider the condition a¢ =0 ax at all boundaries.
COMPUTER SIMULATIONS OF THE MOTION OF SOLITONS
The small increment of spac p 6.x is selected to be 1. 0 in order to be compared with the results of the mechan- Here K=O. The normalized velocity u/u o of one soliton, which is calculated using Eq. (4), is shown in Fig. 5 Fig. 6 (a) as a function of the dimensionless parameter 'Y. These results can be compared with those of the mechanical analog 16 so that these are reasonable in terms of the effects of the loss, the kinetic energy, and the number and mutual phase relations of colliding solitons. In general, the number of solitons which pass through each other increases with an increase in the value of 'Y.
1.01--------------
The above calculations with respect to the velocities of pulses containing one, two" and three solitons each, and with respect to the colliSions of solitons, are also carried out for the value of Ax = O. 4 and give results which are qualitatively similar to the results of Ax== 1. O.
We have numerically calculated some results for solitons transmitting on two-dimensional lines of various shapes. Figure 8 shows how the vortex propagates on the representative lines. These results are easily understood by assuming the two-dimensional mechanical analog of SGE shown in Fig. 9 . The mechanical analog consists of pulleys, which are fastened bobs, and are connected with elastic rubber belts to each other. Figure  8 (a) shows that one transmitting vortex line can be divided into two vortex lines at the fork with two branches. 
CONCLUSIONS
The one-dimensional and two-dimensional sine-Gordon equations with dimensionless loss factors and unitless normalized bias were numerically calculated by the digital computer NEAC 2200/700 in the computer center of Tohoku University. These calculations are carried out on accelerated solitons, on the velocity of pulses containing one, two, and three solitons each in stationary states, on the state of colliding solitons, and on propa- The propagation states of solitons which propagate along the two-dimensional transmission lines of various shapes have also been studied. To understand the behavior of solitons in two-dimensional lines, a mechanical analog of the two-dimensional SGE is shown schematically.
